ZONING COMMITTEE STAFF REPORT
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FILE NAME: 2383 UNIVERSITY AVE W
FILE #: 20-030-713
APPLICANT: Kraus Anderson
HEARING DATE: May 21, 2020
TYPE OF APPLICATION: Conditional Use Permit & Variance
LOCATION: 2383 University Ave W, NE corner at Raymond Avenue
PIN & LEGAL DESCRIPTION: 292923430057, 292923430056, and 292923430055; Lot 48 and WLY 5
FT of Lot 49 of Hewitt’s Out Lots

6.
7.
8.
9.

PLANNING DISTRICT: 12
PRESENT ZONING: T3
ZONING CODE REFERENCE: §61.501; §61.601; §61.202(b); §66.331
STAFF REPORT DATE: May 14, 2020
BY: Anton Jerve
DATE RECEIVED: May 1, 2020
60 DAY DEADLINE FOR ACTION: June 30, 2020

A. PURPOSE: Conditional use permit for a 66’ 7” building height (73’ 4” for elevator penthouse). Floor
area ratio variance (3.0 FAR maximum, 3.6 FAR proposed).
B. PARCEL SIZE: 16,117 sq. ft. (irregular lot); 82 ft of frontage on University, 355 feet of frontage on
Raymond, and 255 ft of frontage of Charles.
C. EXISTING LAND USE: Vacant bank.
D. SURROUNDING LAND USE:
North: Multifamily (T3)
East: Commercial (T3)
South: Mixed-Use (T3)
West: Mixed-Use (T3)
E. ZONING CODE CITATION: §61.501 lists general conditions that must be met by all conditional uses.
§61.601 provides for variances from the strict enforcement of the provisions of the code if specific
required findings are made. §66.331 limits the floor area ratio (FAR) in T3 zones to 3.0 and provides for
the proposed 85-foot building height with a conditional use permit.
F. PARKING: Zoning Code § 63.207 requires no minimum of off-street parking spaces.
G. HISTORY/DISCUSSION: The site was rezoned to T3 in 2011 as part of the Central Corridor Traditional
Neighborhood Zoning Study. The site is in the Raymond-University Commercial Historic District and has
been reviewed and recommended for approval by staff to the Heritage Preservation Commission (HPC).
The project is on the May 18, 2020 HPC agenda. This site was most recently a bank with a drivethrough.
H. DISTRICT COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION: District 12 had not commented by the time of this report.
I. FINDINGS:
1. Zoning Code §66.331(g) provides that a building height up to 90 feet may be permitted with a
conditional use permit. The application is to allow a 67ft. tall (6-story) primarily residential building
with approximately 222 units.
2. §61.501 lists five standards that all conditional uses must satisfy:
(a) The extent, location and intensity of the use will be in substantial compliance with the Saint Paul
Comprehensive Plan and any applicable subarea plans which were approved by the city council.
This condition is can be met. The proposed development is consistent with the 2030
Comprehensive Plan. The plan identifies this location as Mixed-Use Corridor and Neighborhood
Center, both of which call for higher density. The proposed development is also consistent with
the 2040 Comprehensive Plan. This location is identified as Mixed-Use and a Neighborhood
Node. The following policies are particularly applicable:
 Policy LU-1. Encourage transit-supportive density and direct the majority of growth to areas
with the highest existing or planned transit capacity.
 Policy LU-30. Focus growth at Neighborhood Nodes using the following principles:
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1. Increase density toward the center of the node and transition in scale to surrounding land
uses.
2. Prioritize pedestrian-friendly urban design and infrastructure that emphasizes pedestrian
safety.
3. Cluster neighborhood amenities to create a vibrant critical mass.
4. Improve access to jobs by prioritizing development with high job density.
The proposed development is generally consistent with the general scale called for in the
Raymond Station Area Plan under section 4.1.1 Built Form:
a) New development along University Avenue should be 2 to 6 residential stories in height
with transitions that respect the existing scale and character of the historic buildings
along the street. The northeast corner exhibits potential for taller building heights, and
could reach 6-8 stories if setback from the intersection on a 3-4 story podium-type
building.
However, later in the same section, the station area plan also states all buildings within the
Priority Active Frontage zones should have commercial uses at street level:
g) Commercial or retail uses should be located in the first floor of all buildings within the
Priority Active Frontage zones […].
The plan identifies both University Avenue and Raymond Avenue at this location as “Priority
Active Frontages”. The application includes two alternative building plans for the first floor:

“LEVEL 1 CURRENT,” which includes only residential units and “residential
lobby/amenity” space at the corner of University/Raymond.

“LEVEL 1 PROPOSED,” which includes commercial space along University Avenue,
three “live + work” units and a “community incubator” space along Raymond Avenue and
“residential lobby/amenity” space at the corner of University/Raymond in addition to
residential units.
The “Proposed” first floor design alternative includes commercial space on both University
Avenue and Raymond Avenue and places active frontages long the majority of both building
facades. This alternative meets the intent of the Station Area Plan. The “Current” design
alternative would not be consistent with the plan.
(a) The use will provide adequate ingress and egress to minimize traffic congestion in the public
streets. This condition is met. Access to the site will be via one curb-cut off Charles Avenue.
This will minimize disruption to pedestrian traffic and direct auto traffic away from the intersection
on the least busy street fronting the site. It will also avoid conflict with the Grand Round bike path
on Raymond Avenue.
(a) The use will not be detrimental to the existing character of the development in the immediate
neighborhood or endanger the public health, safety and general welfare. This condition is met.
The proposed building is within the Raymond-University Commercial Historic District. The
historic district has design requirements that ensure compatibility with the existing character of
the immediate neighborhood. The use will not endanger the public health, safety, or general
welfare.
(b) The use will not impede the normal and orderly development and improvement of the
surrounding property for uses permitted in the district. This condition is met. The use is generally
consistent with the land uses and scale of development planned for the surrounding properties.
(c) The use shall, in all other respects, conform to the applicable regulations of the district in which it
is located. This condition can be met subject to the approval of the FAR variance presented in
Finding 3, below.
3. Zoning Code §66.331 limits the floor area ratio (FAR) in T3 zones to 3.0. The application requests a
variance to allow a FAR of 3.6. Section 61.601 states that the Planning Commission shall have the
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power to grant variances from the strict enforcement of the provisions of this code upon a finding
that:
(a) The variance is in harmony with the general purposes and intent of the zoning code. This finding
is met. The intent of the T3 zoning district is to provide for higher-density pedestrian- and transitoriented mixed-use development. A variance from the maximum FAR to allow greater density in
this area is in harmony with the purpose and intent of the zoning code.The variance is consistent
with the comprehensive plan. This finding is met. As noted in finding 2.a., the proposed mixeduse building is consistent with the 2030 Comprehensive Plan, which calls for increased density
along Mixed-Use Corridors, and with the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, which calls for increasing
density in Mixed Use areas, Neighborhood Nodes and along transit corridors.
(b) The applicant has established that there are practical difficulties in complying with the provision;
that the property owner proposes to use the property in a reasonable manner not permitted by
the provision. Economic considerations alone do not constitute practical difficulties. This finding
is met. The Comprehensive Plan and the District 9 Plan support higher-density mixed-use at this
location. Providing a mixed-use building at the scale envisioned in the Comprehensive Plan
requires more floor area than allowed by the Zoning Code.
(c) The plight of the landowner is due to circumstances unique to the property not created by the
landowner. This finding is met. Generally, a project on a property that is zoned T3, where
increased height and density are encouraged by the Comprehensive Plan, can apply for a CUP
to allow for additional height but there is no corresponding provision in the Zoning Code to
account for the corresponding likelihood of a FAR increase.
(d) The variance will not permit any use that is not allowed in the zoning district where the affected
land is located. The proposed uses are allowed in the T3 zoning district.
(e) The variance will not alter the essential character of the surrounding area. The proposed mixeduse building is consistent with the development in the surrounding area and the type of
development the Raymond Station Area Plan, 2030 Comprehensive Plan and 2040
Comprehensive Plan supports. Furthermore, the project has been reviewed and recommended
for approval by staff to the Heritage Preservation Commission thus ensuring compatibility with
the historic district.
J. STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Based on the above findings, staff recommends approval of a conditional
use permit for a 70’ building height (elevator penthouse to be higher as allowed), and a floor area ratio
variance (3.0 FAR maximum, 3.6 FAR proposed), subject to the following additional conditions:
1. Final plans approved by the Zoning Administrator for this use shall be in substantial compliance with
the plan submitted and approved as part of this application.

2. The first-floor building plans will have commercial space equal to or greater than the plan labeled
“LEVEL 1 PROPOSED,” submitted and approved as part of this application

